
In this new project, Déjà Voodoo, the Giannotti-Chaparro duo moves eclectically 
along well-defined musical paths: restrained when rock has the last word –“Devil’s 
Eyes”–, fresh when it comes to reggae sounds –“Memories of you”-, groove with 
roots when ancestral rhythms sweep the composition along –“Old man trouble”-, 
with a cinematic influence as in “Mother Road”, and totally malleable when required 
by a track such as "Change will come". Déjà Voodoo showcases this 
compositional plasticity and the balance between two talented musicians. To get this 
started, the rhythmic brawn of “Déjà Voodoo” which is not only a single, but also the 
title of the record.
 
Live Giannotti and Chaparro share the stage with Matías Míguez on bass, Joan 
Pau Cumellas on the harmonica and Gabriel Mastronardi on keyboards. On the 
CD you’ll find great collaborations by Raul del Moral guitars, the wonderful sax 
playing of Dani Nel·lo, the rhythmic performance of Anton Jarl, the solidity of Ivan 
Kovasevic, the dexterity of Bennett Paster and Jorge Rebenaque on keyboards, 
the versatility of aupaQUARTET on strings, and the vocal plasticity of Judit 
Neddermann, Sandra Sangiao and Kumar Sublevao. Recorded in Barcelona and 
Mixed by Kellogg Boyton IV (Los Angeles), and Mastered by Eric Boulanger at the 
Mastering LAb in Los Angeles.

 
Enjoy “Déjà Voodoo” with Après Minuit

Text by Quim Cabeza

déjà voodoo

There comes a time in any artist’s career when creative conversations are more 
important than the individual, and the exchange of energies becomes the backbone 
of a project, as in the case of Après Minuit.

After the success of his heartfelt tribute to J.J. Cale, Italian-Canadian composer 
Cece Giannotti felt the pressing need to evolve beyond an exclusively solo creative 
process, in which compositional dialogues would give meaning to the project, with 
Francesc Chaparro as the other inseparable element of Après Minuit.

après minuit
après minuit presents déjà voodoo
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Giannotti accompanied by Chaparro doing
some exceptional work on production
(Santiago Alcanda RN3)

I was amazed by its boundless imagination. I was
charmed by its extremely accomplished atmospheres
How original, how well-recorded, and how great it sounds!
(Charlie Faber RN3)

Excellent, love your music
François Fortin (CKOI FM Montréal)

One of the best acts i've heard in the past six months
(Phil Swern BBC Radio Producer)

He explores different avenues of his guitar and
his voice, great production work

(Albert Puig Icat fm)

Magnificent songwriting and production
(Adrian Leverkun)

His voice is bursting with the maturity of an angel
trying to catch a fleeting cloud with his fingers
(Sonia Carmona Icat fm)

Cg’s wonderful soudscapes are bewitching
atmospheres

(Marina Arbat Bofill)

Sensational program, exceptional music
(Salva López COM radio)

Night full of surprises
(M. Formentor La Vanguardia)

Cg’s is a blend of wilco, and jayhawks… 
(José M. Carrasco “La taberna del Llop” RTVE)

I love the album and have played it over and over
(Jenny Marsh  URB - University of Bath)

Nice touches and great vocals
(Micky Watson  IBFM - University of Burnley)

CG's album The space between
is a real find Bob Harris

(Tastemaker Radio BBC 2)
reviews

The space between
(Cece Giannotti)

2005

Noctambulo
(Cece Giannotti)

2004

Pivot Point deluxe
(Cece Giannotti)

2010(CD)/2011(DVD)

Escape
(Cece Giannotti)

2012

+ 50 projects

Live at the jamboree
(Après Minuit)

2013

discography

       Born in Montreal, Canada, guitarist, producer, singer and composer Cece  
      Giannotti is a multi-instrumentalist and a Berklee College of Music graduate.  
       Based in Barcelona since 1992, Giannotti is known for his skill in mixing different 
musical styles. Throughout his career, he has worked with artists such as Marc Ribot, John Cale, Iggy 
Pop, Rhonda Smith and The London Session Orchestra. He has shared the stage with Tina Turner, 
Kiko Veneno, Dani Nel·lo, Sisa, Gerard Quintana and Big Mama, and has worked as producer and 
musician in more than 50 projects. He formed the groups Traditional Tourist and Sunstation, and 
his more recent works include Pivot Point – which was chosen record of the year in 2010 by the 
AMJM (Associació de Músics de Jazz i Música Moderna de Catalunya) –, the DVD of the concert at the 
21st Guitar Festival of BCN (Agharta 2011), and the record Escape (Saurí records 2012). He returned 
from his tour of Canada in July 2014 with a new project and a new artistic name: Après Minuit.
 
Francesc Chaparro (Barcelona 1975) is a classically trained musician who studied piano and harmony, and 
joined the world of drumming and percussion at the age of fifteen. His musical career revolves around 
composition and production in television, advertising, and stage productions, including the Forum 2004 
music and fireworks show. He worked on the music for the Spanish Pavilion at Expo 2008 in Zaragoza, the 
Exhibition Xarxes, the Spanish Pavilion at Expo 2010 in Shanghai (China), and the Museu Blau (museum 
of natural sciences) in Barcelona. An unconditional fan of Cece Giannotti, Chaparro began working with him in 
2004 and since then they have collaborated on numerous projects in different areas of music, including 
co-producing the records Pivot Point and Escape, and playing together live, as they continue to do today.

biography
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